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Managing It Skills Portfolios: Planning, Acquisition and Performance EvaluationIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Managing for IT skills is never easy at the firm level. Technologies change constantly and rapidly. The supply and demand of IT skills fluctuate. Firms do not have commonly recognized frameworks to manage IT skills of their workforce. A consistent taxonomy of IT skills is underdeveloped and used infrequently in industry. This book provides the...
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Practical SharePoint 2010 Information ArchitectureApress, 2012

	Practical SharePoint 2010 Information Architecture is a guide and tool set for planning and documenting the scope, navigational taxonomy, document taxonomy, metadata, page layouts and workflows for a successful SharePoint 2010 project. If you have been tasked with delivering an intranet for collaboration, document management or as a...
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Dictionary of DNA and Genome TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	DNA technology is evolving rapidly, with new methods and a fast-growing vocabulary. This unique dictionary offers current, detailed and accessible information on DNA technology to lecturers, researchers and students throughout the biomedical and related sciences.


	The third edition is a major update, with over 3000 references from...
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Cyber Security Policy GuidebookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Drawing upon a wealth of experience from academia, industry, and government service, Cyber Security Policy Guidebook details and dissects, in simple language, current organizational cyber security policy issues on a global scale—taking great care to educate readers on the history and current approaches to the security of...
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The First Humans: Origin and Early Evolution of the Genus HomoSpringer, 2009

	There are some issues in human paleontology that seem to be timeless. Most deal with the origin and early evolution of our own genus – something about which we should care. Some of these issues pertain to taxonomy and systematics. How many species of Homo were there in the Pliocene and Pleistocene? How do we identify the earliest...
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Python: Master the Art of Design PatternsPackt Publishing, 2016

	
		About This Book

		
			Learn all about abstract design patterns and how to implement them in Python 3
	
			Understand the structural, creational, and behavioral Python design patterns
	
			Get to know the context and application of design patterns to solve real-world problems in software...
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Semi-Supervised Learning (Adaptive Computation and Machine Learning)MIT Press, 2006
In the field of machine learning, semi-supervised learning (SSL) occupies the middle ground, between supervised learning (in which all training examples are labeled) and unsupervised learning (in which no label data are given). Interest in SSL has increased in recent years, particularly because of application domains in which unlabeled data are...
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Capsicum: Breeding Strategies for Anthracnose ResistanceCRC Press, 2018

	
		Capsicum, more commonly as chili or chili pepper, is an important global vegetable and spice crop. Anthracnose disease, caused by a complex of Colletotrichum species, is the major biotic stress limiting chili production in tropical and subtropical countries. Anthracnose disease mainly manifests itself as a post-harvest...
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How to Do Everything Microsoft SharePoint 2010McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Master Microsoft SharePoint 2010


	In How to Do Everything: Microsoft SharePoint 2010, Stephen Cawood--a former member of the SharePoint development team--explains how to get the most out of this powerful business collaboration platform. Learn how to use document management functions, wikis, taxonomy, blogs, My Sites, web...
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Web Personalization in Intelligent Environments (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009

	The Web emerges as both a technical and a social phenomenon. It affects business,

	everybody's life and leads to considerable social implications. In this scenario, Web

	personalization arises as a powerful tool to meet the needs of daily users and make the

	Web a friendlier environment. Web personalization includes any action that...
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From Master Student to Master EmployeeCengage Learning, 2013

	With a new emphasis on the skills most valued by employers, FROM MASTER STUDENT TO MASTER EMPLOYEE 4e improves students' abilities to develop and apply the most relevant skills and strategies to both the classroom and the workplace. The Fourth Edition focuses on the Five C's - character, creative thinking, critical thinking,...
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Biological Control of Insect Pests Using Egg ParasitoidsSpringer, 2013

	The theme of the book is highly relevant to the current emphasis on environment conservation, with focus on native biodiversity conservation in agro-ecosystems. The current impetus being given to organic farming and export oriented agri-hortculture in the country calls for access to relevant scientific knowledge base among the stakeholders....
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